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GETTING READY

/ Couples put so much time into planning which venue they will have their 

ceremony and reception but often the place where they get ready it just an after 

thought. It’s one of the really special parts of the day, and it’s great to have these 

images start the story. Just have a think about wether it fits the theme of your 

wedding day. Two of the most important things to consider when planning is 

where you will be getting ready as well as the location and the lighting. Most 

couples are required to hire a house or apartment to get ready in. Although 

hotels can be luxurious, they are not always practical, they are often too small, 

hard to get to and they have tonnes of signage around the building that aren’t 

an attractive look for photos. That’s why we highly recommend hiring out a 

B&B that fits your theme or even a cool apartment off AirBnb.com.au and it 

works out much cheaper and easier for all. This is the best scenario for your 

photographs.

/ If you’re getting ready at home then you’ll want to clean up any mess or items 

in the background that you don’t want in your wedding photos. It’s always nicer 

to have less clutter lying around so you and your loved ones will pop out in the 

pictures. TV’s are one of the worst! I know most people have one in their living 

room, but they are the biggest eyesore in photos. No matter how pretty the 

surroundings, a big black box will most certainly steal the attention. If you can 

remove your tv and replace it with a vase of  flowers then you win bonus points!



THE FIRST LOOK

/ Quite often couples opt to do a first look, and it’s a lovely choice if you 

want to break from tradition and get a few quiet moments together before 

all the action starts. If you do choose to have a  first look photo session, here 

a few things to consider. In the summer months the sunlight can be pretty 

harsh between 10am and 3pm. Think dark circle shadows under your eyes, 

unflattering light. It’s best if you have some interesting shaded areas, or an 

interior where we can  find some nice spots to do your portraits. It can also 

be HOT, so if you are planning a big session, keep in mind that walking for 

long distances may be quite a struggle. Lastly, if you love your photographers 

images of blissful sunset shots, it’s a good idea to leave about 20 minutes 

open later in the evening to sneak out and get some of these. It will most 

certainly be worth it for that gorgeous light.

/  If you are having a winter wedding please consider taking your creative 

portraits prior to the ceremony. You’ll find you will have a lot more light 

for you photos allowing you to have a later ceremony plus you will be more 

relaxed and less rushed before, during, and after your ceremony.



CEREMONY

/ Summer can get really hot, and having an outdoor ceremony in the middle of 

the day can mean you and your guests can sweat. Also, the sun is at it’s highest at 

this time of day which could mean a lot of squinting eyes and dark shadows. The 

quality of light improves as the day becomes nearer to sunset so consider the sun 

and even better yet, the sunset. Often it’s best to work backwards from the time the 

sun will be going down to organise your time frame. Having a later ceremony in 

summer can be a good way to avoid the heat and harsh light. As summer days are 

longer, you will still have plenty of daylight to fit everything in.

/  I highly recommend an unplugged ceremony and by this I mean no cameras, 

phone or ipads, especially as you walk down the isle. There have been countless 

times guest’s have got in my way or ruined a photo because they are trying to get a 

“winner“. I guarantee you will be more impressed by your professional photos and 

your guests can actually enjoy your whole ceremony. It’s really nice to see happy 

faces during your ceremony instead of big ugly ipads covering everyone’s faces. 

And of course they will be allowed to take as many photos as they like after the 

ceremony.

ALLOW TIME

/ Weddings typically run 10 to 15 minutes behind schedule at the best of times. 

This is normal! Keep this in mind when planning your time slots. I like to suggest 

you allow time directly after the ceremony for your guests to congratulate you. 

This is something you shouldn’t miss out on, so if time allows, give yourself at least 

20 minutes here to enjoy your company.



FAMILY + GROUP PHOTOS

/ Family photos tend to be a little bit hectic, when trying to gather a bunch 

of excited loved ones into a group. It’s completely normal for this to be a 

challenge, and that’s why I ask you to assign a person to be my assistant 

to help gather the groups together. Give them a copy of the group shot list 

you have made, and they have my full permission to be bossy. I will stand 

in one spot, the two of you will stand in one spot, and the groups will 

come and go. Easy. This will save us a lot of time, and will let everyone 

get back to the party. Depending on the number of group shots you want, 

we could easily need 30 minutes. Discuss this with me in more detail. 

/ I personally think of the “group photo“ as herding cattle and it has become a 

bit of a cheesy must have, plus it’s very rare that you will see everyone’s faces.  

This time is much better spent just mingling with your loved ones. Please let 

me know if you need this shot as it does take up a lot of time.



BRIDAL PARTY SESSION

/ Now for some fun! The bridal party photo session often follows immediately after the 

family shots (unless you choose to do these pre-ceremony which is great too), and will 

most likely involve us going for a bit of a wander to a different location. This is time 

for you to relax with your friends and have a laugh. I like to suggest you have someone 

from the group put together a little hamper of snacks and drinks to bring with you, so 

you can have a nibble while we shoot. All that excitement and emotion can work up 

an appetite, and you may not eat again for an hour or so. I like to suggest you allow at 

least 30 minutes for the bridal party shoot, but this depends on numbers and your own 

personal preferences.

PORTRAIT SESSION

/ The ideal time for portraits (unless you are doing a  first look session), is the ‘golden 

hour’ or the hour immediately before the sun sets. If this is too late for your time frame, 

then any time around 4pm onwards, when the sun starts to get lower in the sky is great.

In summer, I’ve often split the session in two, where we do one session immediately 

proceeding the bridal party session, and another 20-30 minute shoot when the sun 

its setting later in the evening. Consider this when planning your day. Also, if you are 

surrounded by mountains the sun will go behind these before it technically sets, so keep 

this in mind and feel free to discuss this with me in more detail.

There is nothing better than having a bit of time to do the couple portraits. I know you 

don’t want to be away from your guests for long, and I completely understand this, but 

if you allow yourself some time, you will probably be a little more relaxed. Also, this is 

the  first time the two of you are on your own (except for me snapping away), and it’s 

really nice to take a moment and chat about the events that just happened. You just got 

married! So enjoy yourselves, and if you can allow 1 hour or more, then that would be 

ideal.



RECEPTION

/ There’s much to be said for a well-lit reception venue. Lighting preferences will 

differ greatly from couple to couple and venue to venue, but I like to recommend 

going as natural as possible. Large festoon lights are a great way to light up an 

outdoor location as well as adding an awesome aesthetic to the background of your 

photographs. They also light things naturally and are not overly warm or cool. You 

want to try to avoid any lighting that is too colourful, especially cool tones. Lighting 

large spaces with only a handful of fairy lights could mean a rather dark atmosphere, 

although fairy lights to compliment additional lighting is always a great idea. I 

like to shoot as much as possible without flash until the dancing starts. This is to 

capture the atmosphere of the night as honestly as possible and  flash can hinder 

the ambience created by the lighting you have. If you’re having a small wedding, 

consider  finding a venue that has large windows or a lighting style you love. DJ 

lighting can also be tricky, so if you are hiring one for the night, consider that 

some of their lighting can lead to coloured splotches all over you and your guests. 

 



IGNORE ME

/ Instead of focusing where I am throughout the day, focus on the loved ones surrounding 

you. I will let you know if there is anything I need you to do but enjoy your time with 

them, laugh, cry, hug or be silly. Do whatever it is you would do without a photographer 

there. I will give you a little guidance during your portrait session but the more you be 

yourself the more beautiful and pure your images will be. 

STRAY AWAY FROM THE TRENDS

/ Yes, there are some amazing ideas on Pinterest. No, you don’t have to have to attempt 

them all. If you have seen the robe shot or anything else 100 times, don’t feel like you 

have to do it. In fact, if it’s something super trendy, it’s probably best to avoid it. But if 

you do see something you love then let me know and maybe I can help put your own 

spin on it.


